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Done at Freetown. Sierra Leone. this 13th day of December 2021

gd-Justice Jon Moadch Kamanda
President
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IBRAHIM BAZZY KAMARA – VIDEO TRANSCRIPT
Mr. President of the Residual Special Court for Sierra Leone, Justice Kamanda; Justice
Alusine Sesay of the Supreme Court of Sierra Leone; the Registrar of the Residual Special
Court for Sierra Leone, Madam Binta Mansaray; the Principal Defender and everyone
involved on this case.
First of all, I am Ibrahim Bazzy Kamara, a former soldier, who served in the Sierra Leone
Army. I am one of the convicts serving their prison sentences in Rwanda.
I want to say thank you to Justice Kamanda, the President of the Supreme Court and sorry to
Justice Alusine Sesay, Supreme Court Judge for any inconvenience that I had been causing to
them on this matter. I am sorry. I am whole-heartedly sorry for what happened especially
when Justice Sesay requested to talk to me. But at that time, I was afraid to talk to him
because I was already in trouble and was worried that I may have gotten myself into another.
I even spoke to the Principal Defender to intervene on my behalf. That I am expecting him to
call Madam Binta Mansaray for me to talk to her and apologise for what I did so that we can
solve this problem as a family.
In 2020, my brothers and I came together to do a video to the government and people of
Sierra Leone in order for us to apologise to them and appeal to them to allow us to serve our
sentences in Sierra Leone because we are doing so now in a far-away country, a foreign
country where we are suffering. Things are hard for us here. So, we decided to do a video in
which I said one or two things that did not go down well with the Registrar.
I mentioned 2014 when we had ebola in Sierra Leone and we had no visits. At that time, I
said the Registrar did not allow us visits and she used the money for herself. That did not go
down well with the Registrar. Then I also said that at the time that we were brought here in
2009, the Registrar and the Rwandan people struck a deal to bring us here.
So, those two things which I said are not correct; I am taking them back; I am retracting them.
I am doing so because they are not true. I am appealing to the Registrar to pity me; to find a
place in her heart to forgive me. She is my sister. I have wronged her. I have said something
about her that is not true. I am sorry. Let her forgive me. She is my sister, no matter how you
look at it. I am a prisoner now but I am a Sierra Leonean like her. I have wronged her; I have
made a mistake and I want her to find a place in her heart to forgive me. Let her pity me.
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This is why I am doing this short video to apologise to her; to ask for her forgiveness as my
sister. Having spent about eighteen years behind bars, it becomes difficult for me. Sometimes,
we do stupid things and make stupid decisions because of the stress and what we are going
through. I made a big mistake. I don’t think it will repeat itself anymore. So please Madam
Registrar, I am begging you to please forgive me for these lies that I said against you.
To the President, Justice Kamanda and the Supreme Court Judge, Justice Alusine Sesay, I
want you too to regard me as your child and forgive me for what happened. It will never be
repeated.
I thank you all.

